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Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [I appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue specili 
caüon; matter printed in italics indicates the additions 
made by reissue. 

ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 
A pressure applying member having a segmental arcu 

ate surface is oscìllated [reciprocated] about a horizontal 
axis and synchronously to the rcciprocation of a die bed. 
Said arcuate surface is provided with cam actuated stops 
yieldingly mounted to position a paper sheet on said 
arcuate surface and the die bed. The pressure applying 
member is reciprocated by cranks imparting [to and fro] 
actuated motion or [rotary reciprocation] to toothed seg 
ments meshing with pinions connected to the axis of the 
pressure applying member. The pressure applying member 
is provided with toothed segments meshing with racks a1' 
ranged on the die bed to reciprocate said die bed syn 
chronously with the pressure applying member. The die 
bed is supported during the cutting and scoring operation 
by a roller which is rotated [rotated to and fro] by the 
reciprocation of die bed through racks carried by the die 
bed and meshing with pinions connected to the axis of 
the roller. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The apparatus includes means for supporting paper 
sheets in stack formation ‘and arranged with reciprocat 
ing lingers to remove the lowermost paper sheet from 
the stack and deliver said paper sheet to mating rollers 
rotated in opposite directions and feeding said paper 
sheet to a series of mating endless belts which deliver said 
paper sheet to the arcuate surface of the pressure applying 
member and to the die bed with the forward edge of 
the paper sheet abutting the stops on the pressure ap 
plying member. After the paper sheet is cut and scored, 
it is delivered by the pressure applying member to an 
endless perforated web continuouslyr traveling in an 
oblique plane at the place of discharge of the cut and 
scored paper sheet from the pressure applying member 
and in a horizontal plane relative to suction means where 
it is discharged from the apparatus by the continuous 
travel of said web. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION 0F THE DRA WINGS 

In the drawings: 
FIGURE l is a top plan view of the apparatus; 
FIGURE 2 is a side elevational view of the apparatus 

looking from the bottom of FIGURE l; 
FIGURE 3 is a cross-sectional view, on an enlarged 

scale, taken on the line 3_3 of FIGURE 2 looking in 
the direction of the arrows to show the means for sup 
porting paper sheets in stack formation and the recip 
rocating lingers; 
FIGURE 4 is a top plan sectional view taken on the 

line 4-4 of FIGURE 3 looking in the direction of the 
arrows to show means for actuating the reciprocating 
lingers; 
FIGURE 5 is a side elevational view, on an enlarged 

scale, looking from the line 5-5 of FIGURE 1 in the 
direction of the arrows to show the means for support 
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ing paper sheets in stack formation and the reciprocat 
ing lingers; 
FIGURE 6 is a side elevational view, on an enlarged 

scale, looking from the line 6-6 of FIGURE 1 in the 
direction of the arrows to show the pressure applying 
member, the die bed and the roller supporting the die 
bed with the pressure applying member and the die bed 
in their initial position receiving a paper sheet from the 
mating endless belts; 
FlGURE 7 is a sectional view, on an enlarged scale, 

taken on the line 7-7 of FIGURE 1 looking in the di 
rection of the arrows to show one of the cam actuated 
stops and the arcuate surface of the pressure applying 
member; 
FIGURE 8 is `a cross-sectional view, on an enlarged 

scale, taken on the line 8_8 of FIGURE 1 looking in 
the direction of the arrows to show the cranks, toothed 
segments, pinions and racks for actuating the pressure 
applying member, the die bed and the roller; 
FIGURE 9 is a top plan view, on an enlarged scale, 

of the die bed; and 
FIGURE 10 is a front elevational view, on an enlarged 

scale, looking from the line 10-10 of FIGURE 2 in the 
direction of the arrows to show the perforated web and 
means to adjust the tension of said web. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODI 
MENTS OF THE INVENTION 

The operative parts of the apparatus forming the em 
bodiment of the invention are supported on a table 11, 
and between side walls 12 and a front wall 13. 
FIGURES 1, 2, 3 and 5 show paper sheets s, which 

may be cardboard or corrugated board, supported in 
stack formation on a platform 14 mounted between the 
side walls 12 at a declining angle from the rear of the 
apparatus by beams 15 secured to the side walls 12. 
The rear edge portions of the paper sheets s are raised 
from the platform 14 and retained in stacked formation 
by rear guide members 16 slidably mounted on a rod 
17 having reduced end portions slidably supported in a. 
slot 18 in each side wall 12. The guide members 16 are 
retained in adjusted position on the rod 17 by set-screws 
19, and the rod 17 is retained in adjusted position in the 
slots 18 by clamping nuts 20. Each guide member 16 
is provided with a forwardly extending lug 2l adjacent 
the bottom of said guide member and on which lug 21 
the rear edge portion of the lowermost paper sheet s 
is supported, and a rearwardly extending lug 22 at the 
top of said guide member by which the guide member 
is adjusted on the rod 17. The sides of the paper sheets 
are retained in stack formation by a pair of side guide 
members or plates 23, each member 23 being secured at 
its upper portion to an arm 24 slidably mounted on a 
rod 25 having the ends secured in a vertical extension 
26 of each side Wall 12. The side guide members 23 are 
retained in adjusted position by set-screws 27. The front 
edges of the paper sheets s are maintained in stack for 
mation by two guide members 28, each member having 
a pair of opposed angle-pieces 29 on the front face 
thereof to slidingly engage the opposite side portions of 
a member 30 having a U-shaped portion 31 mounted 
on a bar 32 secured at its ends to the vertical exten 
sions 26. The guide members 28 are adjusted to position 
the bottom edges of said members 28 a predetermined 
distance from the platform 14 depending on the thick 
ness of the paper sheets s. Said adjustment is accom 
plished by a screw 33 rotatably mounted in a lateral 
extension 34 at the top of each member 28 and said 
screw adjustably engaged in a lateral extension 35 at 
the top of each member 30. The top edges of the side 
walls 12 will slope at the same angle as the platform 
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14 and so will all the stacking elements, as shown in 
FIGURES 2 and 5. 

The lowermost or bottom paper sheet s is removed 
from the stack by four fingers 36 of resilient materials, 
such as spring steel, having one end of each finger 36 
secured to a bar 37 adjustably mounted in slideways 38, 
FIGURE 4, on the upper face of a platform 39 having 
sleeves 40 on the bottom face of said platform 39 slidea 
bly mounted on rods 41 supported at the opposite ends 
in the beams 15. The opposite end of each finger 36 is 
provided with a downwardly curved edge 42 to facilitate 
retrograde movement of the fingers and a raised edge 43 
to engage the rear edge of the bottom paper sheet s, as 
shown in FIGURES 1 and 5. The bar 37 is above the 
platform 14 and the platform 39 is below the platform 
14 with the slideways 38 extended through the platform 
14, as shown in FIGURES 3 and 5. The bottom face of 
the platform 39 is also provided with a rack 44 midway 
between the sleeves 40 for the engagement of a pinion 
45 secured on a shaft 46 rotatably supported at its ends 
in bearings 47 mounted on the side walls 12, as shown 
in FIGURES 3, 4 and 5. The shaft 46 is continuously 
rocked by a crank comprising an arm 48 secured on the 
shaft 46 and pivotally connected to an arm 49 eccen 
trically connected to a disc 50 secured on a shaft 51 
rotatably mounted in a bracket 52 supported between the 
side walls 12. Continuous rotation is imparted to the 
shaft 51 by a sprocket wheel 53 keyed to the shaft 51 
and engaged by a sprocket chain 54 engaging a sprocket 
wheel 55 secured on a shaft 56 rotated by an electric 
motor 57 mounted on the table l1. The shaft 56 is ro~ 
tated by the electric motor 57 through a gear 58 secured 
on a drive shaft 59 of motor 57 and the gear 58 meshing 
with a gear 60 secured on the shaft 56, as shown in 
FIGURES 3, 4, 5, 6 and 9. 

The lingers 36 will advance the lowermost paper sheet 
s through the space between the platform 14 and the 
lower edges of the front guide members 28 into the 
bite between two series of spaced mating rollers 61 and 
62. Rollers 61 are secured on a shaft 63 rotatably sup 
ported at each end portion in one arm of a bell-crank 
lever 64 pivotally supported by a pintle 65 secured in 
each side wall 12, as shown in FIGURE 4. The other 
arm of each of the bell-crank levers is pivotally con 
nected to an adjustment screw 66 adjustably mounted in 
a bracket 67 extended from each of the side walls 12 
and retained in adjusted position by lock-nuts 68. The 
rollers 62 are secured in spaced relation on a shaft 69 
rotatably mounted at its end portions in bearings 70 on 
the side walls 12, as shown in FIGURE 3. The rollers 
61 and 62 are continuously rotated in opposite directions 
to impart forward movement to the lowermost paper 
sheet s from the shaft 56 by a sprocket wheel 71, FIG 
URES 6 and 9, secured on the shaft 56 and engaged by a 
sprocket chain '72 engaging a sprocket wheel 73 secured 
on a shaft 74 rotatably mounted at its end portions in 
bearings 75 on the side Walls 12, FIGURES 3 and 5. 
Rotation of the shaft 74 is transmitted to the shaft 69 
by a sprocket chain 76 engaging a sprocket wheel 77 
secured on the shaft 74 and said sprocket chain ‘76 en 
gaging a sprocket wheel 78 secured on the shaft 69. The 
rotation of the shaft 69 is in a counter-clockwise direc 
tion, looking at FIGURES 2 and 5, and said direction 
of rotation is transmitted to the shaft 63 of the rollers 
61 to rotate said shaft 63 and rollers 61 in a clock 
wise direction. This is accomplished by extending one 
of the pintles 65, FIGURE 4, and rotatably mounting 
a sprocket wheel 79 on said extension and engaging a 
sprocket chain `80 on said sprocket wheel 79 and on a 
sprocket wheel 81 secured on the shaft 6‘9 to rotate said 
extended spindle 65 in a counterclockwise direction. The 
rotation of the sprocket wheel 79 is transmitted to the 
shaft 63 to rotate said shaft 63 in a clockwise direction 
by a gear 82 rotatable on the extended spindle 65 and 
keyed to the sprocket Wheel 79 and the gear 82 meshing 
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4 
with a gear 83 secured on the shaft 63, FIGURES 2 
and 4. 
The rollers 61 and 62 will feed the lowermost sheet 

s to a mating series of equidistantly spaced belts 84 and 
85, belts 84 travelling around pulleys 86 and 87 secured 
to shafts 88 and 89, respectively. Shaft 88 is rotatably 
supported at the opposite ends in one end of a pair of 
levers 90 pivotally mounted at 91 on the side walls 12 
and said shaft `88 is adjusted by adjusting screws 92 
rotatably supported in brackets 93 on the side walls 12 
and adjustably connected to the opposite end of the 
levers 90, as shown in `FIGURES 1 and 2. The opposite 
ends of the shaft `89 are rotatably mounted in bearing 
blocks 94 slidable in slideways 95 arranged in the side 
walls 12. The bearing blocks 94 are adjusted in the 
slideways 95 by adjustment screws ‘96 rotatably sup 
ported in plates 97 spanning the slideways 95 and said 
adjustment screws 96 adjustably connected to the bearing 
blocks 94. The adjustment of the adjustment screws 92 
and 96 will space the belts 84 from the belts 85 to 
accommodate [papers] paper sheets of dilferent thickness. 
The belts 85 travel around the pulleys 98 and 99 secured 
on the shafts 100 and 101, respectively, the opposite ends 
of the shafts 100 and 101 being rotatably supported in 
the side walls 12. The shaft 89 is rotated in a clockwise 
direction, looking at FIGURES 2 and 6, by a sprocket 
chain 102 engaging a sprocket wheel 103 secured on an 
end portion of the shaft 63 extending from a side wall 
12 and said sprocket chain 102 also engaging a sprocket 
wheel 104 secured on the shaft 89. The shaft 101 is ro 
tated in a counter-clockwise direction by a sprocket chain 
105 engaging a sprocket wheel 106 secured on an end 
portion of the shaft 69 and a sprocket wheel 107 secured 
on a projecting end portion of the shaft 101, as shown 
in FIGURE 2. The pulleys 86 and 98 are of the same 
diameter and considerably smaller than the diameters of 
the pulleys 87 and 99 which are of the same diameter. 
The belts 84 and 85 deliver the lowermost paper sheet 

s to a pressure applying member and a pressure receiving 
means which may be a die bed. The pressure applying 
member comprises an arcuate surface 108 mounted on a 
segmental member 109 having spokes 110 secured on a 
shaft 111 rotatably mounted at the opposite encl portions 
in vertical extensions 112 of the side walls 12. The lower 
end portion of the arcuate surface 108 in the paper sheet 
receiving position thereof is provided with equidistantly 
spaced paper sheet stops comprising fingers 113 having 
slots 114 for the sliding mounting of said fingers 113 on 
bolts 115 having a smooth throat in said slots 114 and 
threaded in collars 116 keyed on a shaft 117 rotatably 
supported in bearings 118 mounted on the segmental 
member 109. The tips of the fingers 113 extend through 
openings 119 in the arcuate surface 108 and the segmental 
member 109 to engage the leading edge of the lowermost 
paper sheet s, as shown in FIGURE 7. The tips of the 
fingers 113 are yieldingly urged outwardly from the arcu 
ate surface 108 by a spring 120 compressed between a lug 
121 extended from each finger 113 and each collar 116. 
The springs 120 also permit the lingers 113 to be moved 
within the openings 119 should the tips encounter an 
obstacle. The tips of the ‘fingers 113 are also positively 
moved within the arcuate surface 108, as shown in broken 
lines in FIGURE 7, by a cam groove 122 in a plate 123 
adjustably mounted on the inner face of one of the side 
wall extensions 112 by bolts 187 slidingly engaged in a 
slot 188 in the plate 123 and threaded in said side wall 
extension 112, as shown in FIGURES 6 and 8. A cam fol 
lower 124 is engaged in the cam groove 122 and is 
mounted on the end of an arm 125 secured to an end of 
the shaft 117. The arcuate surface 108 and the segmental 
member 109 are [rocked to and fro] oscillaled from the 
full line position to the broken line position shown in 
FIGURE 7 by a toothed segment 126 rotatably mounted 
on each side wall 12 in vertical alignment below the shaft 
111 and having a crank arm 127 pivotally connected to a 
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pitman 128 pivotally connected to a fly-wheel 129 secured 
to each end of the shaft 56 extended from the side walls 
12, as shown in FIGURES 2 and 9. [Rotary reciproca 
tion or to and fro] Oscillation movement is imparted to 
the arcuate surface 108 by the toothed segment ‘126 mesh 
ing with a gear 130 keyed to each projecting end portion 
of the shaft 111. 
The arcuate surface 108 co-operates and oscíllates 

[moves to and fro] with a die bed 131 reciprocally sup 
ported by rollers 1‘32 rotatably mounted on the opposite 
sides of the die bed and riding on rails 133 supported by 
the side walls 12, as shown in FIGURES 1, 6, 8 and 9. 
The retrograde movement of the die bed 131 is limited by 
an air-cushioned stop comprising a cylinder 134 mounted 
on each side Wall 12 and having a piston 135 engaged by 
an abutment 136 depending from the die bed 131 adjacent 
each side of said die bed. The cylinder is connected in 
communication with a source of air pressure, not shown, 
by a hose 137, FIGURE 6. The die bed is reciprocated in 
synch'ronism with the [to and fro] oscillation [move 
ment] of the arcuate surface 108 by a toothed segment 
138 secured on the shaft 111 on each side of the seg 
mental member ̀1019 and extending in the same arc as the 
arcuate surface 108 but of greater length to assure full 
movement to said arcuate surface 108 and the die bed 
131. Said toothed segment 138 meshes with a rack 139 
mounted on the die bed 131 adjacent each side thereof 
and said rack 139 being of greater length than the die bed 
131. The die bed l131 is arranged with a die locking frame 
having a front member 140, two side members 14-1 
secured to the opposite ends of the front member 140 
and a rear locking bar 142 adjustable longitudinally of 
the side members 141 toward and away from the front 
member 140. The locking bar 142 is adjusted by miter 
gearing 143 supported in a bracket 144 extended from 
the front member 140 adjacent a side member 141 and 
actuated by a tool engaging shank 145 connected to one 
of the miter-gears. The miter-gearing 143 is connected to 
miter-gearing 146 supported by the front member 140 
and the other side member 141 by a shaft 147 extending 
parallelly of the front member 140. The miter-gearing 143 
and 146 are provided with shafts 148 extending along 
the side members 141 and having screw-threads adjust 
ably engaging the locking bar 142 whereby turning of 
the shank 1,45 in one direction will move the locking 
bar 142 toward the front member 140 and the turning 
of the shank 145 in the opposite direction will move the 
locking bar 142 away from the front member |140 to 
clamp dies of different sizes to the bed 131. The die is 
shown at 149 in FIGURE 9 clamped to the bed 131. 
The racks 139 are mounted on the side members 141 of 
the die frame. 

During the die cutting and scoring operation, the die 
bed 131 is supported by a roller 150 secured on a shaft 
151 rotatably mounted in bearings 152 supported by sup 
port means which may be a transverse member 153 se 
cured to the side walls 12, as shown in FIGURES 6, 8 
and 9. The roller 150 is [rotated to and fro] oscíllated 
in synchronism with the movements of the arcuate sur 
face 108 and the die bed 131 by racks 154 mounted on 
the bottom of the die bed 131 and meshing with pinions 
155 secured on the opposite end portions of the shaft 151. 

After the paper sheet s is cut and scored, the arcuate 
surface 108 and the die bed 131 are in their extreme 
forward position with the arcuate surface i108 free of the 
die bed 131, as shown in the broken line positions in FIG 
URE 7, and the tips of the top ñngers 113 are within the 
openings 119 in the arcuate surface 108. In this position 
of the arcuate surface 108, the cut and scored paper sheet 
s will remain on the die bed in its extreme forward posi 
tion below a horizontal section 165 of an endless per 
forated web 157 supported over rollers 158 rotatably 
mounted in and between spaced walls i159 adjustably 
mounted on brackets 160 secured on slides 161 engaged 
in slideways 162 secured to the side walls 12. The brackets 
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6 
160 are provided with slots for the engagement of locking 
screws [extnded] extended through the slots and threaded 
in the side walls, as shown at 163 in FIGURES 1, 2 and 
10, so that the walls 159 are adjusted towards and away 
from the tops of the side walls 12. The walls `159 are ad 
justed towards and away from the vertical extensions 112 
by adjusting the slides 161 in the slideways 162 and secur 
ing the slides 161 in the slideways 162 by set-screws 164. 
The cut and scored paper sheet will be moved by the 
travel of the perforated web 157 and means are provided 
to retain said cut and scored paper sheet on the perforated 
web 157 in said horizontal position. Said means corn 
prises a casing 166 secured to the walls 159, as shown at 
167 in FIGURE 2, and having an open bottom extending 
along the upper or inner surface of the horizontal section 
of the perforated web 157. The casing is connected to 
suction means, not shown, through a nozzle 168 in a side 
wall of the casing 166 and the adjacent wall 159, so that 
the suction in casing 166 will keep the cut and scored 
paper sheet on the horizontal section of the perforated 
web 157. The continual travel of said perforated web 157 
will discharge the cut and scored paper sheet from the 
apparatus over the front wall 13. Travel is imparted to 
the perforated web ̀ 157 from a shaft 169 of the motor 57, 
said shaft 169 having a pulley 170 keyed thereto and a 
belt 171 engaging said pulley 170 and a pulley 172 secured 
on a shaft 173 supported by a bearing 174 mounted on the 
table 11, as shown in FIGURES 6, 8 and 9. The shaft 173 
is connected to a shaft i175 through miter-gearing 176 and 
said shaft 17S is connected to a gearing box 177, as shown 
in FIGURE 1, mounted on a side wall 12. A sprocket 
wheel 178 is secured on the drive shaft of the gear box 
and engaged by a sprocket chain 179 engaging a sprocket 
wheel 180 secured on a projecting end of a shaft of one 
of the rollers 158, as shown in FIGURES l, 2 and 10. The 
perforated web 157 is kept taut by a roller i181 on a pair 
of slides 182 in slideways 183 in the walls 159 with the 
roller 181 contacting the outer surface of the perforated 
web 157. The slides 182 are adjusted in the slideways 183 
by screws 184 rotatably mounted in the opposite end 
portions of a plate 185 secured on the front edges of the 
walls 159, and the screws 184 are threaded in ears 186 
extended from the slides 182. 

Having thus described my invention, I claim: 
[1. In apparatus for die cutting and scoring paper 

sheets, a reciprocating pressure applying member, a die 
bed reciprocally mounted below the pressure applying 
member and operatively connected to the pressure ap 
plying member to reciprocate synchronously with the 
pressure applying member, and a rotary member mounted 
in contact with the underface of the die bed and opera 
tively connected to said die bed to reciprocally rotate 
synchronously with the pressure applying member and 
the die bed and maintain the die bed in paper sheet cut 
ting and scoring position relative to the pressure applying 
member] 

[2. Apparatus for die cutting and scoring paper sheets 
as claimed in claim 1, wherein said pressure applying 
member is provided with cam actuated stops to position 
a paper sheet on the pressure applying member and the 
die bed] 

[3. Apparatus for die cutting and scoring paper sheets 
as claimed in claim 1, wherein the pressure applying 
member comprises an arcuate surface pivotally mounted 
on an axis extending in a horizontal plane transverse of 
the path of reciprocation of the die bed] 

[4. Apparatus for die cutting and scoring paper sheets 
as claimed in claim l, wherein the pressure applying 
member is provided with a ñrst toothed sector, and the 
die bed is provided with a rack meshing with said ñrst 
toothed sector of the pressure applying member] 

[5. Apparatus for die cutting and scoring paper sheets 
as claimed in claim l, wherein the die bed is provided 
with a second rack, and the rotary member is arranged 
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with a pinion meshing with said second rack of the die 
bed] 

[6. In apparatus for die cutting and scoring paper 
sheets as claimed in claim l, a motive means operatively 
connected to the pressure applying member to synchro 
nously reciprocate the die bed and reciprocally rotate the 
rotary member] 

[7. In apparatus for die cutting and scoring paper 
sheets as claimed in claim 4, motive means comprising 
a crank and a second toothed sector operatively con 
nected to said crank, and a pinion connected to the first 
toothed sector to move synchronously with said first 
toothed sector and meshing with the second toothed 
sector] 

[8. In apparatus for die cutting and scoring paper v 
sheets as claimed in claim l, an air cushioned stop 
mounted below the path of travel of the die bed and 
arranged to limit the retrograde travel of said die bed] 

[9. In apparatus for die cutting and scoring paper 
sheets as claimed in claim 1, means for supporting a stack 
of paper sheets spaced rearwardly of the pressure apply 
ing member, the die bed and the rotary member; and 
means to deliver the lowermost paper sheet from the 
stack to a position between the pressure applying member 
and the die bed in their retrograde positions] 

[10. Apparatus for die cutting and scoring paper sheets 
as claimed in claim 9, wherein the means for support 
ing a stack of paper sheets comprises a platform, fixed 
side walls extending above the platform, rear guide mem 
bers adjustably supported by the side walls and arranged 
to support the rear edge portions of the paper sheets in 
raised position from the platform, front guide members 
adjustably supported by the side walls and adjusted to 
space the bottom edges from the platform to accom 
modate paper sheets of different thicknesses, and side 
guide members adjustably supported by the side walls and 
adjusted for different widths of paper sheets] 

[11. Apparatus for die cutting and scoring paper sheets 
as claimed in claim 9, wherein the means to deliver the 
lowermost paper sheet from the stack to a position be 
tween the pressure applying member and the die bed 
comprises paper sheet feeding lingers reciprocated below 
the stack and arranged t0 remove the lowermost paper 
sheet, mating rollers rotated in opposite directions in 
front of the stack to receive and advance the lowermost 
paper sheet from the lingers, and two series of mating 
endless belts travelling in opposite directions from the 
the mating rollers to adjacent the pressure applying mem 
ber and the die bed to deliver the lowermost paper sheet 
between said pressure applying member and the die bed] 

[12. In apparatus for die cutting and scoring paper 
sheets as claimed in claim l, a continuously travelling 
endless perforated web having a section travelling in a 
horizontal plane above the die bed in its extreme forward 
position, and suction means positioned above the hori 
zontal section of the web to transfer the cut and scored 
paper sheet from the die bed to the horizontal section 
of the web and retain the cut and scored paper sheet on 
said horizontal section of the web, the continuous travel 
ling of the web discharging the cut and scored paper 
sheet from the apparatus] 

13. In an apparatus for die cutting and scoring paper 
sheets, 

(A) an oscillating pressure applying member, 
(I) said pressure applying member being pro 

vided with cam actuated stops to position the 
paper sheets on the pressure applying member; 

(B) a die bed reciprocally mounted below the pressure 
applying member, 

(1) said die bed being operatively connected to 
the pressure applying member to reciprocate 
synchronously with the pressure applying mem 
ber, 

(2) said cam actuated stops positioning the paper 
sheets on the die bed; and 
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(C) a rotary member mounted in contact with the 

underface of the die bed, 
(I) said rotary member being operatively con 

nected to the die bed to oscillare synchronously 
with the pressure applying member and the die 
bed, 

(2) said rotary member maintaining the die bed in 
paper sheet cutting and scoring position relative 
to the pressure applying member. 

14. Apparatus for die cutting and scoring paper sheets 
as claimed in claim 13, wherein the pressure applying 
member is provided with a first toothed sector, and the die 
bed is provided with a rack meshing with the said first 
toothed sector. 

15. Apparatus for die cutting and scoring paper sheets 
as claimed in claim 14, including motive means compris 
ing a crank and o second toothed sector operatively con 
nected to the crank, and a pinion connected to the first 
toothed sector to move synchronously with the first 
toothed sector and meshing with the second toothed sec 
tor. 

I6. In apparatus for die cutting and scoring paper 
sheets as claimed in claim 13, means for supporting a 
stack of paper sheets spaced rearwardly of the pressure 
applying m‘ember, the die bed and the rotary member, 
said means comprising a platform, fixed side walls extend 
ing above the platform, rear guide members adiustably 
supported by the side walls and arranged to support the 
rear edge portions of the paper sheets in raised position 
from the platform, front guide members adiustably sup 
ported by the side walls and adjusted to space the bottom 
edges from the platform to accommodate paper sheets of 
dip‘erent thicknesses, and side guide members adjustably 
supported by the side wall's and adjusted for different 
widths of paper sheets; and means to deliver the lowermost 
paper sheet from the stack to a position between the pres 
sure applying member and the die bed in their retrograde 
positions. 

I7. Apparatus for die cutting and scoring paper sheets 
as claimed in claim 16, wherein the means to deliver the 
lowermost paper sheet from the stack to a position be 
tween the pressure applying member and the die bed com 
prises paper sheet feeding fingers reciprocated below the 
the stack to receive and advance the lowermost paper sheet 
mating rollers rotated in opposite directions in front of the 
stack to receive and advance the lowermost paper sheet 
from the fingers, and two series of mating endless belts 
travelling in opposite directions from the mating rollers 
to adjacent the pressure applying memberv and the die bed 
to deliver the lowermost paper sheet between the said 
pressure applying member and the die bed. 

18. In apparatus for die cutting and scoring paper sheets 
as claimed in claim 13, a continuously travelling endless 
perforated web having a section travelling in a horizontal 
plane above the die bed in its extreme forward position, 
and suction means positioned above the horizontal section 
of the web to transfer the cut and scored paper sheet from 
the die bed to the horizontal section of the web and re 
tain the cut and scored sheet on said horizontal section 
of the web, the continuous travelling of the web discharg 
ing the cut and scored paper sheet from the apparatus. 

19. In an apparatus for die cutting paper sheets, the 
combination of 

(A) sheet feed means to feed paper sheets into the ap 
paratus, 

(1) said sheet feed means including means to feed 
sheets individually, 

(B) a pressure applying member contacting each sheet 
as it is fed into the apparatus, 

(I) said pressure applying member having oscil 
lating movement above each sheet, 

(2) said pressure applying member being provided 
with stops to position a paper sheet on the pres 
sure applying member and on a die bed; 
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(C) a die bed positioned below the pressure applying 
member, 

(l ) said die bed having a top surface and an under 
side, 

(2) said die bed being operatively connected t0 
the pressure applying member to reciprocate 
synchronously with the pressure applying mem 
ber, 

(3 ) each said sheet being moved between the pres 
sure applying member and the top surface of the 
die bed, 

(4) each sheet being simultaneously contacted by 
the pressure applying member and the die bed 
as the sheet passes through the apparatus; and 
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(D) support means mounted in contact with the under- 15 
side ofthe die bed to support the die bed, 

(I) said support means maintaining the die bed 
in paper sheet cutting position relative to the 
pressure applying member. 
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